RICE WORKSHOP
Exploring a Circular Economy
for the G21 Region

OPPORTUNITY
Momentum has been building around
the circular economy over the last
decade. Europe and China have been
early adopters and there are now
numerous case studies of how circular
principles are being used to drive
economic, social and environmental
value through stakeholder platforms,
accelerators and innovation networks.
Australia’s adoption of the circular
economy as a mechanism for macro
change has been relatively slow,
however, over the last few years
momentum has grown significantly.
Australian federal, state and local
governments are now prioritising policy
that is crucial to building the foundation
needed to incentivise and support
circular innovation.
Government can, however, only fund this
development to a point. New markets
need to be fostered in order to create
the supply and demand for circular
products and services. This will then
create a reinforcing feedback loop that
will build a circular economy that could
help provide Australia with a competitive
advantage in the global economy.
In order to support the development of a
circular economy, both technical and
social innovation is required.

Victoria has yet to establish a circular
economy hub or innovation centre.
Currently state government is in the
design phase of a Circular Economy
Business Innovation Centre as part of the
commitments from the Recycling Victoria
policy, released in February 2020.
This provides RICE with an opportunity to
position itself as a leader in circular
economy innovation within the state, as
well as the country. The first mover in
this space will be front of line for
significant public funding in the short-tomedium term, and also build the market
confidence needed to access large scale
private funding in the medium-to-long
term.
With the support of a strong steering
committee made up of regional
stakeholders, RICE could help foster a
new era in Geelong manufacturing and
drive the next innovation cycle in the
Australian economy.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY VICTORIA
Circular Economy Victoria (CEV) is an
incorporated not-for-profit that works to
catalyse transformative change through
social innovation in Victoria. Our vision is
to help create a world where people can
thrive in balance with the living planet.
We see the circular economy as a key
economic mechanism to help realise this
vision.
CEV was incorporated in June 2019 and
has since worked to drive engagement in
the circular economy through our 5 step
AECEA model, which has included:
• Hosting community awareness events
with partners including: City of Yarra,
ASPIRE, Good Thing Australia, and
Circular Economy Club Global.
• Leading education and engagement
sessions with with teams from CERES,
City of Melbourne, Transform Waste,
Holonic and Manrags.

CEV’s mission is to empower every
individual to experience their lives
through a circular lens. Through a five
step engagement model, individuals and
groups are provided with contextualised
circular economy content and case
studies that help unlock hidden value
and provide a clear journey to circularity.
This process has been refined into a
workshop where participants identify
their goals and map their shared journey.
Using both design and system thinking
tools, CEV helps groups cut through the
noise and focus on the impact areas
most relevant to their local contexts.

REGIONAL INNOVATION FOR A CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
RICE was born in 2018 through the
interest of several key partners in the
Geelong region. From this collaboration a
steering committee was formed,
including representatives from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BSWWRRG
CSIRO
Deakin University (IFM)
Regional Development Victoria
Sustainability Victoria
Geelong Manufacturing Council
City of Greater Geelong
AusIndustry

It is now time for the RICE working group
to take the next step along this journey,
and use their strong support network to
build an innovation hub that can drive
the transition to a circular economy
forward in the region.
Circular Economy Victoria is proposing an
exploratory workshop for key regional
stakeholders to work through the
potential opportunities and barriers for
the next development stage of RICE.

The first RICE event was an awareness
raising conference in August 2019. The
conference was held at Waurn Ponds
Estate with over 120 people in
attendance.
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WORKSHOP
The proposed workshop aims to provide a clear roadmap for the development of RICE. The
workshop will be split into two sessions one week apart.
Session 1: Discover and Define
Our Story

o

Circular Economy Victoria’s story

Slide Show

10 min

Circular Economy
Summary

o

Understand what the transition to a
circular economy looks like
Overview of Human-Centred Design
and Systems Thinking

Slide Show

15 min

o
Circular Economy
Landscape Overview

o

Overview of how other
countries/regions/cities are
supporting the transition

Slide Show

15 min

Discover Phase

o

Brainstorm in groups using Discover
canvas on Miro
Outcome – Potential goals and
pathways to get there

Breakout
Room and
Miro

30 min

o
Break
Define Phase

o

Work in groups to interpret and
categorise ideas on the Define canvas
on Miro

Breakout
Room and
Miro

10 min
40 min

Session 2: Develop and Deliver
Session 1 Feedback

o

CEV to present findings from the
previous session using systems
thinking framework

Slide Show

15 min

Develop Phase

o

Brainstorm in groups using Develop
canvas on Miro
Outcome – Potential actions to realise
defined goals and pathways

Breakout
Room and
Miro

45 min

Define success and finalise draft
roadmap for RICE development

Breakout
Room and
Miro

o
Break
Deliver Phase

o

15 min
45 min

FACILITATORS
Ian Wong
Ian is a highly experienced consultant having worked across
multiple industries including Banking, Insurance, Energy
Retail, FMCG, and Federal Government as a Partner at IBM.
He has now focused his energy on environmental and social
initiatives through his work as a Director at Circular Economy
Victoria, Board of Directors for the Royal Botanic Gardens
Foundation Victoria and the Yarra Riverkeeper Association.
Ian has a strong systems approach to problem solving that
leverages off his international experience. He is well versed at
helping groups find contextualised solutions that build local
resilience. His journey has taken him across the world
including England, Mauritius, Canada, Singapore, the USA and
has finally settled in Melbourne with his wife and two young
children.

Sean Trewick
Sean is a business process engineer and community organiser.
He has worked to build people focused strategies and lean
driven operations for SME’s, multinationals and community
groups in both Africa and Australia. Currently he is focused on
helping to activate communities in his role as a Director at
Circular Economy Victoria.
Drawing inspiration from his roots in South Africa, Sean
believes in the power of *Ubuntu to unite people around a
common goal. A systems thinker with high levels of empathy,
he highlights the value and importance of every individual’s
role within the transition towards a circular economy.
*Ubuntu: The belief in a universal bond of sharing that connects all humanity

